No one model is clearly superior, but relationships, talent, and shared loyalty to the mission are marks of governance systems that get things done.
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Despite the difficulties state boards experience in leading state education systems, the broader research on corporate and nonprofit boards suggests that boards of all stripes can be effective agenda setters and policy leaders. Effective boards share common traits: 1) a focus on outcomes rather than process; 2) a commitment to build relationships with other decision makers in the legislature and executive branches; 3) an ability to capitalize on the legal, financial, and domain talent of individual members; and 4) loyalty to policy goals, if not the processes, of the board.9

Outcome Focused. When they focus on outcomes, state boards can put some distinct advantages to use. They can set an outcome-based agenda for state education so long as they do not become entangled in the day-to-day implementation. How much emphasis will social and emotional learning have compared with college and career preparation? How much local discretion will there be in policy implementation?

State boards' power in virtually every state relies on trust, and state boards, which rarely have current teachers and school leaders as voting members, cannot afford to be seen as distant meddlers. Research is quite strong that teachers and other front-line staff are likely to ignore direction they perceive to be out of step with their own estimation of what is valuable for their work.10 Further, an outcome focus helps build teamwork across state education through networks, even as approaches toward those ends may differ.11

Relationship Focused. Building relationships with legislators, governors, and especially the SEA ought to be central to state board work. In the corporate sector, a working relationship with the CEO is a clear indicator of board influence.12 When the governor seeks a different direction for education than the board, the governance arrangement can temper or redirect gubernatorial ambitions.13 In the case of North Carolina, with its appointed board and separately elected state superintendent, the division of authority has sparked fireworks over who should direct education. When filing a lawsuit over the arrangement, the state superintendent said, “I had nothing to say

Like and Not Like Other Boards

There is limited research specifically about state boards. However, there has been substantial interest in the effectiveness of other kinds of boards—public boards, corporate boards, and even some on local school boards. This well of research provides an excellent source of ideas for the state board that strives to be effective.7

Other boards also comprise nonspecialists. And even if they were specialists, members are no longer "in the trenches." Like state boards, corporate board members are frequently appointed and set agendas and policies across a system but rarely monitor day-to-day operations. Other government boards also parallel state boards of education in that they interact with governors, legislators, bureaucracy, and local stakeholders and know the unique constraints of being a public entity.

But state boards of education differ significantly from these other boards. For one, state boards of education can be very partisan—even when board members are allegedly nonpartisan. Before COVID, the public would have little idea what their state board was discussing from the publicly available minutes.9 COVID-forced remote meetings, however, have made state boards much more accessible to the public; the public would be well served if state boards continue the practice. State boards can suffer from membership turnover and little continuity, which imperils its leadership in the state and works against the loyalty of members to the board as an institution. This turnover can be partly mitigated by staggered terms.

State boards frequently lack timely information—whether from rivalry with the legislature, their limited capacity as part-time volunteers, or even active suppression by the state education agency (SEA). And because of the centrality of education in state politics, state boards can attract political climbers. Their strong commitment to public accountability on the way to higher office may work to the benefit of the education system, but seeing the board as a stepping stone does little to ensure policy continuity or loyalty.

State boards can set an outcome-based agenda for state education so long as they do not become entangled in the day-to-day implementation.
about who was hired, not hired, what would be our priorities, what would be our strategic plan to carry out the policies of the state board. I was [reduced] to being a person who was, to use the governor’s words, an ‘ambassador’ for public education.”

While North Carolina is still seeking clarity on this issue, the ongoing legal spat among the board, governor, and superintendent is detrimental to the governor’s, superintendent’s, and the board’s effectiveness. Relationships with the SEA are often key: It has keys to the information central to academic outcomes, finances, and legal responsibilities. If the board has a poor relationship with the SEA, it will likely be a bit player. The long-running Ohio school finance case, DeRolph v. Ohio, made this point nicely. A trial court in 1993 found the state’s school financing unconstitutional and ordered the state board and the SEA to submit plans to the legislature for more equitable funding of its school districts. The state board voted not to appeal the ruling, but the attorney general appealed anyway. In the appeals process that followed, which concluded in 2003, the governor, SEA, and state superintendent were central to the case and the state board was largely ignored. The Ohio Department of Education had the data on school finance, so the state board was readily sidelined. In contrast, the Texas and Florida boards have extensive personal and political relationships with the governors of their states. The policy direction of these boards have indisputably had great influence on their states’ school choice policy, accountability design, and curriculum.

Leveraging Talent. Effective boards also are able to leverage talent from a diverse array of member backgrounds. State board members are generally not representative demographically of the state population or of the student population, just as other elected and appointed bodies are not, but they do come from education, business, finance, and nonprofit backgrounds. While this composition may not translate to a “public voice” on state education policy, the variety of backgrounds does offer education policymakers multiple perspectives and an “in” for building relationships outside the world of educational practice—something particularly helpful when a board works in contentious political environments or when rhetoric around public education is linked with partisan goals. Good working relationships are potent for effective board governance.

Board Loyalty. Effective boards build a degree of loyalty to the board’s mission and the organization. The reverse is illustrative, as infighting and acrimony undermine relationships, board vision, and the willingness of talent to join the board in the first place. Ideally, however, the board’s vision for education is broadly shared.

One Colorado state board member noted that even though the board has a split partisan membership, “every now and again, you see differences in our approaches, but there is a strong commitment to improving outcomes.” Oklahoma Gov. Brian Stitt, who appoints the state board, was even more explicit: “We certainly want our appointees to think the way we do and to encourage all the things that we’re talking about.” Stitt has removed members who do not. Whether one agrees with Governor Stitt or the Colorado state board’s direction, these boards cultivate a sense of loyalty to a cause greater than just board membership. But gubernatorial appointment is not the only path to effectiveness: A unified board with public support is well positioned to prevail against changes in the governor’s office or legislators.

Comparison of Governance Structures

There are 50 unique governing arrangements overseeing America’s “ten thousand democracies”—the local school districts. Can different governance arrangements empower—or thwart—state board effectiveness? Ignoring some nuance, I see four major types: no state board; elected, partisan boards; elected, nonpartisan boards; and appointed boards. On top of this layer is a state superintendent or commissioner, who may be elected, appointed by the governor, or appointed by the state board.

Of these, the salutary division is between election and appointment of board members (and superintendents) because the resulting politics drives decision making in different ways. Elected boards are accountable to voters, about two-thirds of which no longer have children in school or never did. Elected boards give all voters an opportunity to vet the direction that state education policy is taking. After all, those
Elected board members need to demonstrate to voters that they are “doing something” and that the state board is critical to doing it.

voters will fund one of state governments’ largest expenditures—almost 47 percent of all education revenue, to the tune of $351 billion. 21

Elected board members are keenly aware of voter perceptions. When Alabama Gov. Kay Ivey sought in 2020 to replace that state’s elected board with an appointed one, critics argued that the proposed model would politicize education. “With an elected board, you have a voice through your vote,” one state board member said. 22 Alabama voters opted to keep its elected board.

Elected board members win their own seats and build their own constituencies. As one Ohio state board member wrote the governor: “As an elected official, it is my responsibility to speak on behalf of those who elected me, not to be an echo of the Board...” [T]he discussion [at a board retreat] of speaking with one voice included the absurd notion that...the nineteen-member State Board of Education [is] just one big happy family,” she wrote. 23

Such statements highlight the friction of elected office, in which boards seek to set a unified agenda but also represent diverse constituencies. Especially in board races not held “on cycle” with other elections, unions can be particularly important in ensuring that board members are attentive to their policy preferences. Union election efforts, in addition to teachers’ own interests, also help explain why elected state boards have larger numbers of candidates for office. Like legislators, governors, and presidents, board members seek to set agendas to address campaign issues once they are elected.

Nevertheless, elected board members need to demonstrate to voters that they are “doing something” and that the state board is critical to doing it. In this, board candidates mirror other candidates for office. Like legislators, governors, and presidents, board members seek to set agendas to address campaign issues once they are elected.

But elected boards face challenges to effectiveness from member turnover and the inherent difficulties of building bridges to other parts of state government. Voters can be fickle at the state level. State legislatures are notoriously filled with short-termers, and state boards are not exempt. 24 Turnover undermines links made to other officials, especially state education bureaucrats, because those government officials can serve for decades. Bureaucracy becomes the repository of technical knowledge and policy learning that state boards must rely on when making their decisions. Absent state board members with similar tenure (or expertise), the bureaucracy constrains the board’s ability to enact its own agenda. And ultimately, elected board members are accountable to voters and not to each other—which can be a recipe for fragmentation and paralysis.

In contrast, appointed boards are typically accountable to the governor—as Oklahoma Governor Stitt’s insistence that board members “think the way we do” so clearly shows. Because of its outsized importance for voters and the budget, education is an attractive policy area for governors. Southern governors vaulted education into the spotlight in the 1970s, attention that went national in the 1980s through the work of the National Governors Association. Governors tied economic development to academic educational progress and pressed successfully for increasing time in school, statewide learning standards, and aligned statewide assessment. These goals culminated in the Common Core State Standards in the 2010s. 26

Many governors argued that voters held them accountable for the state of education and were unapologetic in using state board appointments to advance their agendas. Thus in the early 1990s Ohio Gov. George Voinovich won the right to appoint members to the state board after a damning audit of state education. 27 A similar process occurred in Maryland after the legislature called for a full-scale reset of education funding. 28 Governors George W. Bush of Texas and Jeb Bush of Florida deliberately appointed state board members who strongly supported assessment and workforce development, a pattern that has continued into the administration of Florida Gov. Ron DeSantis. 29

Unlike elected state board members, appointees are selected based on the degree to which they share the governor’s (or legislators’) view of education policy. Perhaps more important, they already have access to the governor. The governor may not always take great interest in board affairs, but board members can call on the influence of the governor when it matters. Former Gov. Christine Gregoire of Washington sought to consolidate that state’s multiple
education boards and commissions into a cabinet-level department, explicitly so that education would have a seat in her (and her successors’) cabinet. Although that effort failed, Washington State’s superintendent of public instruction argued that such a change would ensure that his office wasn’t “just some other elected official down the street.”

Finally, appointed members are likely to bring more diverse professional backgrounds to the table than do elected board members. Appointees frequently have business or bureaucratic experience that boards can usefully draw upon, while elected members tend to be current or former educators or legislators.

Reformers from the 1910s and 1920s were insistent that education be above partisanship, and, in line with their successes in communications, banking regulation, and public works, they stripped partisanship from many education posts. But in doing so, they took away many voters’ only information about state board candidates. And as much as one might wish otherwise, voters tend to select candidates by party label rather than policy positions.

There are two main implications for partisan state boards. First, partisan board members have more visible education policy goals and strategies. Voters expect partisan board members to adopt the rhetoric of their preferred party, whether that be about masks in schools, curriculum changes, or relations with teachers’ unions—even if a board member runs a low-profile campaign (if any at all). For an electorate with limited connections to education, partisan-ship ensures voters have some way to evaluate the policy direction of a state board.

Second, partisan ties provide the strongest glue among board members, the governor, and the legislature. Appointment of members by a governor guarantees a connection to the governor’s office, but shared partisanship with key legislators can shore up support around possibly controversial legislation. In short, elected partisans can duplicate some of the benefits of gubernatorially appointed members.

Do any of these forms have an impact on student achievement? Despite the considerable distance between state boards of education and the classroom, there is some suggestive evidence that board form may at least tilt schools and local boards to focus on achievement versus other priorities. State boards with greater democratic input—those with elected board members or an elected state chief—tend to oversee education in states with smaller NAEP achievement gaps between richer and poorer students and generally have higher NAEP scores overall. But these are only tentative results, and state boards have multiple priorities, of which academic achievement is only one.

Conclusion

Despite the special challenges of public governance, state boards can effectively serve as beacons of policy. As with many things in education, there are many ways to achieve success, and state boards—elected or appointed, partisan or not—are no exception. An effective board is driven by effective members whatever its structure, and effective members are committed to a shared agenda and the larger project of providing direction for a state’s education system.

The experience of boards over the last 40 years yields some takeaways regarding their structure. First, appointed boards can take on bigger, longer-term projects because members do not need to spend time on the electoral part of the job. To some extent, they have the backing of the governor already and may only need to contend with the legislature. No small order, to be sure, but it is a head start over other board forms. Second, elected boards can be very effective if they have natural links to the legislature or governor, likely through a shared party. In fact, a partisan elected board can work around a governor if the board majority is the same as the state legislature’s. The flip side carries great risks: A board that Democrats dominate will find its work ignored or countermanded by a Republican-dominated legislature and vice versa. The weakest of these forms is an elected, nonpartisan board. This board has no natural links to the governor, legislature, the public, or each other. These boards will have more work to do to overcome the disadvantages of this structure.

Some board governance structures encourage effectiveness, but all boards can take steps to improve. Boards should heed observations drawn from the nongovernmental world: First, effective boards present a unified vision for...
education. This is especially the case for the nonpartisan, elected boards that lack the natural coherence that partisanship and appointment provide. It may be that some board members need to shift their policy emphases to find agreement, but some common ground can move the board—and by extension, state education policy—in a positive direction. This may be as simple as releasing a joint statement about the overall goals for the board.

Second, effective boards keep lines of communication open with the governor’s office and the SEA. No matter the state, the governor’s interest in education is a key barometer of legislative success, and the SEA is the long-term repository of expertise. This holds true even if the board and the governor are at odds; it is politically advantageous for a governor to show something to voters that can be accomplished with the board’s cooperation.

Third, effective boards capitalize on the expertise of their members. This may mean that board priorities shift as new appointments and new elections bring members to the board, but emphasizing reading instruction, capital projects, or public communications—whatever expertise the sitting members bring—can build public confidence in the board’s expertise and enhance the personal commitment of members to the board’s work. There is no one-size-fits-all strategy, but experience shows that state boards can offer effective governance amid the tumult of modern American education.
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era after No Child Left Behind, regardless of whether these reforms occurred in the context of state takeover or not.

Two features of turnaround interventions were associated with the greatest gains in student achievement across all the reform efforts studied in this period: extended learning time and significant teacher replacements (figure 4). This suggests that time and human capital, not surprisingly, have high potential for school and district improvement. We also find that gains from turnaround reforms have been largest in contexts serving high concentrations of Hispanic students.11

We do not find that those interventions described as involving a significant new infusion of funding were associated with greater impacts than those that did not. However, it is possible this could be a function of limitations in terms of how the reforms were described in the evaluations, as other research persuasively documents large positive effects of spending increases on average student achievement.12 That said, less is known about the impact of spending in the context of school and district turnaround more specifically. This points to another key area for future research.

Given the variation in takeover’s effectiveness across very different types of reforms and contexts, the literature presents a challenge for researchers seeking to find patterns that would point to best practices for districtwide improvement. Two key things vary across all the cases of district turnaround and thus make generalization difficult: (1) district and state contexts and (2) features of the turnaround interventions that policymakers implement. The next generation of research should pay close attention to the ways in which context may interact with policy. In other words, what is effective in Louisiana may not be effective in Massachusetts. Understanding these patterns will help leaders ensure that school systems live up to their promise as the great equalizer for students.13

6We used data from the Stanford Education Data Archive 3.0, and we use difference-in-difference methods to examine the change in achievement outcomes for takeover districts before and after reform to the change in outcomes for demographically similar districts that did not experience takeover in the same period.

Two features of turnaround interventions were associated with the greatest gains in student achievement: extended learning time and significant teacher replacements.
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